Mouse models in skeletal physiology and osteoporosis: experiences and data on 14,839 cases from the Hamburg Mouse Archives.
Our understanding of the developmental biology of the skeleton, like that of virtually every other subject in biology, has been transformed by recent advances in human and mouse genetics, but we still know very little, in molecular and genetic terms, about skeletal physiology. Thus, among the many questions that are largely unexplained are the following: why is osteoporosis mainly a women's disease? How is bone mass maintained nearly constant between the end of puberty and the arrest of gonadal functions? Molecular genetics has emerged as a powerful tool to study previously unexplored aspects of the physiology of the skeleton. Among mammals, mice are the most promising animals for this experimental work. The input that transgenic animals can offer to our field depends on our means of phenotypic characterization of the mouse skeleton. In fact, full appreciation of the skeletal characteristics of a given mouse model requires the application of standardized protocols for noninvasive imaging, histology, histomorphometry, biomechanics, and individually adapted in vitro and in vivo analysis. Over the past years we have established a mouse archive that consists of 14,839 cases from more than 120 different mouse models that we have phenotypically characterized in Hamburg. Today, this is one of the biggest databases on the mouse skeleton. This review focuses on one aspect of skeletal physiology, namely skeletal aging, and demonstrates that mouse models can be a valuable tool to gain insights in certain facets of skeletal physiology that have been unexplored previously.